After the hype of the intriguing Advyka '19, we are gearing up to redefine history. As our exquisite memories survive, we are recreating the same but with an extra spark. To promote creative, innovative and technical skills, College Of Engineering Perumon is thrilled to present ADVYKA '20. The events of ADVYKA '20 are open to all on 13, 14, 15 of March 2020. Our pragmatic approach offers a series of mind boggling competitions, innovative inventions, technical and cultural events that dazzle up your senses and resonates in the minds of those who join us. Unite with us to experience and explore the events of possibilities initiated by brilliant minds wrapped upon with their technical skills. Come-Come-Celebrate with us and you will definitely be evoking the memories for a lifetime!!!
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING PERUMON

THE TECHNO-CULTURAL FEST

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGG.
ULTIMATE ENGINEER WORKSHOP ON LIGHTING DESIGN USING DIALUX
WIRING COMPETITION
CIRCUIT DEBUGGING
GAMING PC EXPO
LASER ROBBERY
QARL EXPO

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGG.
WORKSHOP ON IOT USING RASPBERRY PI
CIRCUIT DEBUGGING USING SOFTWARE ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEBUGGING
INSTRUMENTATION EXPO
CIRCUIT DESIGNING
TECHNICAL QUIZ
HACK DUNLO
HACKATHON

AUTO EXPO
MACHINE HUNT
ENDURANCE RACE
WELDING COMPETITION
CADD DESIGN COMPETITION
WORKHOLDING COMPETITION
VEHICLE REVIEW COMPETITION
WORKSHOP ON MINI HUMANOID
MECHANICAL ENGG.

RELAY CODING
GAME DEVELOPER
H/W RESURRECTION
WEB PAGE DESIGNING
MIRAGE (VR EXPERIENCE)
GOOGLING COMPETITION
DECryption COMPETITION
HACKED (CODING COMPETITION)

COMPUTER SCIENCE/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

TECHNICAL EVENTS
MARCH 13 14 15

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS

ADYUKA 20

WWW.ADYUKA.COM